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1 October 2020 saw the first announcement of a company intending to list on the International Property Securities Exchange (IPSE),
the world's first securities exchange developed exclusively for property securitisation vehicles.
Guernsey, together with Cayman, BVI and Jersey, are well established as leading offshore jurisdictions for companies listing on UK
securities exchanges, domiciles of choice for UK real estate funds and private structures, and centres of excellence for securitisation
vehicles. Combine these, and offshore jurisdictions such as Guernsey become an ideal jurisdiction for property securitisation vehicles
looking to make the most of the new opportunities provided by IPSE.
IPSE is a unique offering. It creates a centralised market place bringing together managers looking to offer participations in their
property portfolios and investors looking to access prime commercial real estate investments. IPSE is also a regulated exchange,
serving as a qualifying exchange for property managers looking to structure their companies as Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs).
Given the benefits of international finance centres, and using Guernsey as an example, a property securitisation vehicle is the ideal way
to take full advantage of IPSE:

Collas Crill's leading Capital Markets and Funds teams have significant experience in UK real estate investment, securitisation and
listing securities on the UK markets.
If you are looking to structure your UK real estate investments with a view to listing on IPSE, please feel free to contact a member of

BVI | Cayman | Guernsey | Jersey | London
This note is a summary of the subject and is provided for information only. It does not purport to give specific legal advice, and before acting, further advice should always
be sought. Whilst every care has been taken in producing this note neither the author nor Collas Crill shall be liable for any errors, misprint or misinterpretation of any of the
matters set out in it. All copyright in this material belongs to Collas Crill.
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listing securities on the UK markets.
If you are looking to structure your UK real estate investments with a view to listing on IPSE, please feel free to contact a member of
either team to explore whether a Guernsey real estate securitisation vehicle can benefit you.
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